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. -.. -- 
MAiiiiiv bILtNS 

Abstract Over the past decades, the black urban poor have come*: 
to dominate public images of poverty. Surveys show that the Ameri- 
can public dramatically exaggerates the proportion of Afric&. 
Americans among the poor and that such misperceptions are as&&$ 
ated with greater opposition to welfare. In this article I examine’the .,I:;, 
relationship between news media portrayals and public images of ;!i, 
poverty. I find that network TV news and weekly newsmagazinks‘~‘~ 
portray the poor as substantially more black than is really the case. 
In more detailed analyses of newsmagazines, I find that the most a 
sympathetic subgroups of the poor, such as the elderly and the work- ’ 
ing poor, are underrepresented, while the least sympathetic group--: ’ 
unemployed working-age adults-is overrepresented. Finally, these, 
discrepancies between magazine portrayals of the poor and the true 

;l, 

nature of poverty are greater for African Americans than for others. * ! 
Thus the unflattering (and distorted) portrait of the poor presented ’ : ~~;~~~*~~ 
in these newsmagazines is even more unllattering (and more dis- 
totted) for poor African Americans. 

,! ,, ii,&% 
: 1 .,p 

I i_ rp:# 

Introduction 

The only feeling that anyone can have about an event he does ii 
not experience is the feeiing aroused by his mental image of that 
event. mat is why ttnti! WC: kaQt# t&a: -tb*-- *hi=& *fin*, t*-*** --.- 

<.A 1~1; i ~i.!+~.~Li 
*d-:.&J : .**.a I 1CJ n,rvw, WG 

cannot truly understand their acts. (Lippmann [1922] 1960, p. 13) 

‘7, ‘,’ 

As Walter Lippmann argued 70 years ago, our opinions and behavior are ,’ ,I ;$ 
responses not to the world itself but to our perceptions of that world.] It ,!.‘,,,iti, 
is the “pictures in our heads” that shape our feelings and actions, and , :! !;$“~’ 

I ,a,: ,’ fi :” 
’ 1 \)+Jl:f@ 
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these pictures only imperfectly reflect the world that surrounds us. Just 
as important, our experience of the world is largely indirect. “Our opin- 
ions,” Lippmann wrote, “cover a bigger space, a longer reach of time, 
a greater number of things, than we can directly observe. They have, there- 
fore, to be pieced together out of what others have reported” (Lippmann 
1960, p. 79). Already in Lippmann’s time, and even more so in OUT own, 
“reports about the world ” come primarily through the mass media. 

To understand the roots of AmetiFan public opinion, we need to under- 
stand Americans* perceptions of the social and political world they inhabit 
and the role of the media in shaping those perceptions. Survey data show 
that public perceptions of poverty are erroneous in at least one crucial 
respect: Americans substantially exaggerate the degree to which blacks 
compose the poor. Furthermore, white Americans with the most exagger- 
ated misunderstandings of the racial composition of the poor are the most 
likely to oppose welfare. 

This study investigates the portrayal of poverty in the national news, 
compares these images with the reality of poverty in America, and offers 
some preliminar-- evid ence that media coverage of poverty shapes public . . 
perceptions- and misperceptions-of the poor. Exammmg weekly news- 
magazines and, to a lesser extent, network television news shows, I find 
that news media distortions coincide with public misperceptions about 
race and poverty and that both are biased in ways that reflect negatively 
on the poor in general and on poor African Americans in particular. 

I argue in this article that the correspondence of public misunder- 
standings and media misrepresentations of poverty reflects the influence 
of each upon the other. On the one hand, the media are subject to many 
of the same biases and misperceptions that afflict American society at 
large and therefore reproduce those biases in their portrayals of American 
social conditions. On the other hand, Americans rely heavily on the mass . . - -t_r-. z- . ..l..-l. ,t. ., ,;.,- nrl thm n-w&a 
media for mtormauon aoout the society III WIII~,, nley lI.v, a,.- y.y .l.V-.- 
shape Am&cans’ saci& pe<~~ptl.JliL ‘A-P and po!itica! attitudes in important 
ways. Media distortions of social conditions are therefore likely to result 
in public misperceptions that reinforce existing biases and stereotypes. 

PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF RACE AND POVERTY 

African Americans account for 29 percent of America’s poor (U.S. Bureau 
of the Census 199Oa). But recent national surveys show that the public 
substantially overestimates the percentage of blacks among the poor. 
When one survey asked, “What percent of all the poor people in this 
country would you say are black? ” the median response was 50 percent 
(Survey Research Center 1991).’ Another survey simply asked, “Of all 

1 This datum is from the 1991 National Race and Politics Study, a nationwide random 
digit telephone survey administered by the Survey Research Center at the University of 

/ *i-i*Greln* , ., +...j_,, . _ ,. 
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/ :d 
* . the people who are poor in this country, are more of them black or are 1*“’ G 

more of them white?” Fifty-five percent of the respondents chose black : ,), ilr’i 
compared to 24 percent who chose white, with 3 1 percent volunteering ,, . ;::if 
“about equal.“i !P I#’ 

The public’s exaggerated association of race and poverty not only re- 
fiects and perpetuates negative racial stereotypes but it also increases 8 

,‘,i.t, 

white Americans’ opposition to welfare. Whites who think the poor are 1 1,l1e 

mostly black are more likely to blame welfare recipients for their situation ’ 
,I I y, 

‘qqi 
and less likely to support welfare than are those with more accurate per- <I! .,I& 

ceptions of poverty. In one national survey, 46 percent of the white re- ” 
**M 
31’ 

spondents who thought African Americans make up more than half of the 
“‘*” poor wanted to cut welfare spending. In contrast, only 26 percent of those 

who thought blacks compose less than one-quarter of the poor wanted 
‘/ ’ ” ‘:l 

welfare spending cut (Los Angeles Times 1985).3 
Americans’ views on poverty and welfare are colored by the belief that 

economic opportunity is widespread and that anyone who tries hard 
enough can succeed. For example, 70 percent of respondents to one survey 
agreed that “America is the IarJ nf .I 

zU v1 opportiiiiity where eveTone who 
i 

California, Berkeley, directed by Paul M. Sniderman, Philip E. Tetlock, and Thomas 
Piazza. Data were collecled between February and November 1991 from 2,223 respon- .::II 
dents, with a response rate of 65.3 percent (Survey Research Center 1991) 1 /iI 
2. CBS/New York Times national telephone survey, conducted December 6-b 1994 Com- 
paring public perceptions of the poor with Census Bureau statistics implies &at the’public .!,,: 
holds at least a roughly compatible understanding of who is included among the poor. 
According to census data, a decrease in the poverty threshold would result in a higher 1:: 
proportion of African Americans among the poor, while an increase in the poverty line ‘, ,I+ 
would result in a lower proportion of blacks. Thus, if the public has a lower implicit poverty j !: tiY 
threshold than the Census Bureau, public perceptions of the racial composition of the poor ‘ii , ,+$q 
may not be as inaccurate as would otherwise appear to be the case. All evidence, however, ,~~‘~,~~~ 
suggests that, if anything, the public has a higher (more inclusive) definition of poverty L,2+il~e~ 
than IS reflected m official government statistics. When a recent survey informed respon: i ,~,~,&, 
dents that the federal nnv~rtv line fnr 9 f--:1** -C r--.- ?- 

:!I! PC & 
A._ --- ~. r- .._. -, . . . . - ..,. u :ull~e,~ w &WI IS now about S~>,WO a year, 58 

percent of respondents said the poverty hne should be set higher and only 7 prcent said $,$ 
it shoi~!d be set lower (Center for the Study of Poiicy Attitudes 1994). When asked in :I;+ 
another survey what the level of income should be below which a family of four could 
be considered poor, the median response was about 15 percent higher than the official 
poverty line for a four-person family (National Opinion Research Center 1993). 
3. The association between perceptions of the racial composition of poverty and opposition 
to welfare spending does not, of course, prove that perceptions of poverty cause opposition ( I, . 
to welfare. The causal influence might run in the opposite direction. That is, whites who 
oppose welfare for other reasons (such as its perceived cost to taxpayers) may come to 
view the poor as largely black. It is not clear, however, why such misperceptions of the sL ‘1 
poor should follow from welfare policy preferences. A more plausible alternative account 8 
of the associalion of perceptions of poverty and opposition to welfare is that both are 

: ‘: consequences of a third factor. But when a number of such possible factors are controlled 
for, the relationship between perceptions of poverty and opposition to welfare is unaffected 
In a regression equation predicting whites’ opposition to welfare, the coefficient for per: 1 
ceived percent black among Ihe poor is 1.16 (p = .19) when perccnl black is used as 1 
the only predictor. When age, sex, income, race, IiberaVconservalive ideology, and party 
identification are added lo the model, the coefficient for percent black barely declines to 1 ~~~~1 
1.08 (fi = .I@. ‘b ‘4’ 
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works hard can get ahead” (Kluegel and Smith 1986, p. 44). For those 
who perceive abundant opportunities, poverty itself is presumptive evl- 

dence of personal failure. Thus Americans’ exaggerated association yf 
race and poverty perpetuates longstanding stereotypes of African Amen- 
cans as poor and lazy. When social scientists began studying stereotypes 
in the early twentieth century, they found a widespread belief that blacks 
are lazy 4 and this stereotype does not appear to have faded much over 
the year;. In 1990, the General Social Survey asked respondents to place 
blacks as a group on a 7-point scale with “lazy” at one end and “hard 
working” at the other (National Opinion Research Center 1990). Forty- 
seven percent of whites placed blacks on the “lazy” side Of the scale; 
only 17 percent chose the “hard working” side (General Soctal Surveys 
1972-90). 

Negative stereotypes of African Americans as lazy and misperceptions 
of the poor as predominantly black reinforce each other. If poverty is a 
black problem, many whites reason, then blacks must not.be trying hart 
enough. And if blacks are lazy in comparison with otner Amencans, anu 
economic opportunities are plentiful, then it stands to reason that poverty 
would be a predominantly black problem. In sum, the public rather dTa- 
matically misunderstands the racial composition of America’s poor, with 
consequences harmful to both poor people and African Americans. 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON POVERTY IN THE NEWS 

The portrayal of poverty by the American news media has never been 
systematically studied. There have, however, been a number of studies 

of minorities in the news that have some relevance to the current project. 
h tll&=~ hnve examined the proportion of ethnic The most coniiion sttc,, sCUY.w.Y ___. _ ____ 

.>r r acial minorities anDearing in news coverage and have consistently 
found that blacks ar; underrepresented in the American news media, 
whether it be television (Baran 1973). newspapers (Chaudhary 1980), or 
newsmagazines (Lester and Smith 1990; Stempel 1971). The underrepre- 
sentation of African Americans has decreased over time, however. Lester 
and Smith (1990), for example, found that only 1.3 percent of the pictures 
in Time and Newsweek during the 1950s were of blacks, compared with 
3.1 percent in the 1960s and 7.5 percent in the 1980s. Anothet study 
looked at the representation of African Americans in newsmagazme ad- 
vertisements (Humphrey and Schuman 1984). Advertisements, of course, 
constitute a very different subject matter from news content, and we would 
not expect to find many poor people in advertisements. Nevertheless, 10 

4. In one early study (Katz and Brady 1933). Princeton students were given a list of 84 ’ ’ ” of blacks. Over 75 percent traits and asked to select the five that were “most character=tlc 
chose “la7,y” as among these live traits (second in popularity only to “SUperstitiOUs”). 

Race and Poverty in America 

percent of the blacks in advertisements in Time magazine in 1980 were”‘* ” 
either Africans or Americans in poverty, whi!e none of the whites in *iese 
ads were shown as poor. ‘; 

! i G* 

Data and Methods 

The primary data for this study consist of every story on poverty and 
related topics appearing between January 1, 1988, and December 31 
1992, in the three leading American newsmagazines, Time, Newsweei 
and U.S. News and World Report. The Reader’s Guide to Periodical Liter- 
ature was used to identify stories related to poverty and the poor. In each 
year the “core categories” of poor, poverty, and public welfare were ex- 
amined. Any cross;references listed under these topics were then fol- 
1owed.j In total, 182 stories related to poverty were found under 3 1 differ- 
ent topic headings (the topic headings and number of stories indexed 
under each are found in the appendixj. 

Specifically excluded from the list of topics are references to blacks or 
African Americans. The stories identified thus represent only those that 
are primarily focused on some aspect of poverty or poor relief. To the 
extent that stories that focus on African Americans also discuss poverty, 
the body of stories examined here will underestimate the true degree to 
which poverty is presented as a black problem. 

Once the poverty stories were identified, each accompanying picture’ 
(if any) was examined to determine if it contained images of poor people. 
In total, 214 pictures containing 635 poor people were found. Of these 
the vast majority were photographs, but a few consisted of drawings mos; 
often as part of a chart. Finally, the race of each poor person ii each 
picture was coded as black, nonblack, or not determinable. 

Of the 635 - -- YoUL people pictured, race couid be determined for 560 (88 
percent). To assess the reliability of the coding, a random 25 percent sam- 
ple of pictures was coded by a second coder. The intercoder reliability 
was .97 for percent African American in each picture-(’ In addition to race 
the age of each poor person pictured was coded as under 18 years old: 

5. The Reader’s Guide is inconsistent in citing cross-references lo related topics. Therefore 
when a cross-reference to another topic was found in a particular vear. this to& w-i 
checked for all 5 years under study. 
6. Inlercoder reliability was calculated on the basis of percent A 

.frican American in each picture. This is because the picture, not the individual, is the unit 01 
? analysis in the computer data file. It is possible that the intercoder reliability for individuals 

than the figures based on pictures. For example, two coders might would be slightly lower 
blacks and five nonblacks in a picture but disagree on which in agree that there are five 

dividuals are black and ._. which are nonblack. Such a scenario is unlike to occur often however 
., and the picture- based intercoder reliability coefficient is therefore very close, if not ider 

would find using individuals as the unit of analysis. The reliability coeffi tticai, to what one 
work status are picture-based as well. cients for age and 



between 18 and 64, or over 64 yearsold. For this coding both the picture 
and any accompanying textual information (often including the exact age 
of the person pictured) were used. Intercoder reliability for under or over 
18 years old was .98, and reliability for under or over 64 years old was 
.95. Finally, each poor person 18-64 years old was coded as working 
or not. Again, textual information accompanying the picture was used. 
Intercoder reliability for work status was .97. * 

In addition to newsmagazines, coverage of poverty by network televi- 
sion news was also examined. Stories on poverty and related topics were 
identified using the Television News Index and Abstracts, published by 
Vanderbilt University (see appendix for specific topics). During the 5- 
year time frame for this study, the three weeknight network television 

I-.__> ___. C-3” 
new Shows OrOdUCiiSL .JJ-~ atuIsGa v11 yvvu.LJ -..- .w....s- --rm--, ____ 

-‘--:a- -- -nrrnrtv nnrl r~lstd tnnirn. the equjv- 

alent of about one story every week and a half per network. Although the 
differences among networks were not great, ABC broadcast the largest 
number of poverty stories (207), followed by NBC (173) and CBS (154). 
Of these 534 stories, 50 stories were randomly chosen for analysis. These 
50 stories contained pictures of 1,353 poor people. 

Television news stories typically include far more pictures of poor peo- 
ple than do magazine stories but provide far less information about the 
individual poor people pictured. Consequently, only race of the poor was 
coded for the television stories on poverty. Of the 1,353 poor people in 
these stories, race could be coded for 1,100 (8 1 percent).’ Intercoder reli- 
ability for percent African American in each scene was .94. 

Findings 

During the 5-year period examined, Newsweek published 82 stories on 
poverty and related topics, an average of about one story every 3 weeks 
(table 1). Fewer stories on poverty were found in the other two magazines, 
with U.S. News and World Report publishing 56 poverty stories over this 
period and Time only 44. Overall, African Americans made up 62 percent 
of the poor people pictured in these stories, over twice their true propor- 
tion of 29 percent. Of the three magazines, U.S. News and World Report 

7. Race coding was done by first identifying individual “scenes” within each news story. 

A scene was defined as one or more camera shots of the same people in the same setting 
(or a subgroup of the same people in the same setting). Within each scene people were 
then identified as poor or nonpoor based on both the information contained in the text of 
*I . 1 JO/* (2 ,tnsi I!W viqt:ll ir,fnrnm(ion in the scene itself. Finally, the number of black, non- . I ,P ./..f..- .“,;,hi,:,., 
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Table 1. Stories on Poverty in U.S. Newsmagazines, 1988-92 
I .4!Qp 

i .’ l’f’:.:: 
, ~ht& I 
j: :;:;rc,il I 

Number 
Number of 

Number 
Percent ,(!?ll& 

of Stories of Pictures 
Poor People *gcan ? s-hi4 

Picturedl Ameicmb ./ ‘I’? 
4; +,r!l 

Time 44 36 
I, .I<\ 

Newsweek 86 65 .*.ill 

U.S. News and World Report 
82 103 294 
56 

66 ,,ii*‘(l 
67 180 53 I,~.9 

cv.‘,;h 
Total 182 206 560 

,’ #,‘11” 
62 .* ‘, ! .,*I,, 

’ Excludes 7! peop!e for anrhn- --A- ----I~ 
) h!D’i,lw 

....vB:s EPLF SOUIO not be determined. 
b Difference m percentage African American across the three magazines is significant 

./j :v+:!;( 

at p < .02 (see n. 8). 
4 “.I’ll( 
,,/,I./// 
1 t%*hj(+ 

./ r?rr4, 

showed the lowest percentage of African Americans in poverty stories , 1 t I .ry,y 
(53 percent, p < .02), but the differences between magazines were not 

: 5 7 1if.i.b 

great.* ,:~,~~~ 

A reader of these newsmagazines is likely to develop the impressioi 
that America’s poor are predominantly black.g This distorted portrait of 
the American poor cannot help but reinforce negative stereotypes of 
blacks as mired in poverty and contribute to the belief that poverty is 
primarily a “black problem.‘* Yet as problematic as this overall racial 
misrepresentation of the poor is, we shall see that the portrayal of poor 
African Americans JiffPr. frnm 61. _... -. y ..V1ll rlre portrayal of the nonbiack poor in ways 
that further stigmatize blacks. 

I ,I II+4 

I4tlllr# ‘8. AS t@itionally understood, significance tests and probability levels are not appropriate 
to the data on newsmagazine photographs. Since every photograph from every poverty 

s !,‘,,,$yi,2 

story during the period of interest is included in the data set, these data do not constitute 
I I.&l’. 

a sample drawn from a larger population. Nevertheless, the operation of producing and : !  c “!+!q 

selecting photographs can be viewed as a stochastic process (e g 
.I ,i rrq&/r 

a given photo editor 
might select pictures of African Americans for particular types of it&es with some specific 

i :i :i.*s 

probability.) Viewed this way, the resulting set of photographs can be understood as repre- 
g + WIKNj 

sentative of a larger hypothetical population consisting of the universe of photographs that 
Ilk .rwii 

might equally likely have been published in these magazines during this time period. From 
,.I! srl;, 

this perspective, significance tests illuminate the question of how likely it is that similar 
.y.iH} 

results would have been found if a larger set of photographs-generated by the same 
“‘,, .dUI 

processes that generated the actual photographs 
I, I,., 

1976, pp. 85-86). 
-were available for analysis (see Henkel j !  ““’ 

9. For-&e next stage of this research. the percentage black among the magazine poor has 
been coded for the period 1950-94. S’ mce 1965. when these magazines began to include 
large numbers of African Americans in their pictures of the poor, the percent black has 
averaged 54 percent. Thus it appears that for the period under SIII~V in this TV&-~~ 
0-I $1. . : fo*Q 
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AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE “MAGbZINE POOR” 

The public is more sympathetic toward some age-groups of poor people 
than others. Working-age adults are expected to support themselves, and 
poverty among this group is viewed by many Americans as indicating a 
lack of discipline or effort. Children and the elderly are, to a large extent, 
not held to blame for their poverty, and these groups are looked upon 
much more favorably for government assistance. In one survey, for exam- 
ple, respondents gave the disabled elderly the highest priority for govem- 
ment financial assistance, followed.by the poor elderly and poor children 
(Cook and Barrett 1992). Respondents were much less sympathetic to- 
ward the working-age poor, who were given the lowest priority for gov- 
ernment help of the six groups examined. Yet as the authors of this study 
point out, sympathy toward poor children is often not translated into sup- 
port for government aid when providing that aid means helping their 
working-age parents. In terms of public policy, therefore, the elderly are 
the only unambiguously grivileged age-group among the poor. 

Given the public’s greater willingness to help the elderly poor, and to 
a lesser degree poor children, public perceptions of the age distribution 
of the poor are likely to have an impact on overall levels of support for 
government antipoverty efforts. Although dramatically off base in terms 
of the racial composition of the poor, newsmagazine portrayals of poverty 
are fairly accurate in showing large numbers of children among the poor. 
Forty-three percent of the poor people pictured were coded as under 18 
years old, compared with the true figure of 40 percent of America’s poor 
(table 2). And newsmagazines are also accurate in showing a somewhat 
larger number of children among the black poor than among the nonblack 
poor. The census bureau reports that 47 percent of poor African Ameri- 
cans are under 18, while newsmagazines show 52 percent. Similarly, chil- 
diGi make up 37 pCiCeI?t nf the nonb!ack poor, whi!e newsmagazines 
show 35 percent. 

With regard to the elderly, however, the magazine poor and the true _ _ _ I 
poor differ substantially. In reality, those over 64 years old account tor 
11 percent of all poor people, but they are scarcely to be found at all in 
magazine poverty stories (table 2). If newsmagazine pictures reflected the 
true nature of American poverty, we would expect to find about 70 elderly 
people among the 635 poor people pictured; instead we find a mere 13 
(2 percent). (In coding the age of the magazine poor, a very lax criterion 
was applied, so that any poor person who could at all plausibly be thought 
to be over 64 years old was so coded.) 

The most sympathetic age-group of poor people-the elderly-while 
a small proportion of the true poor, are virtually invisible among the maga- 
zine poor. Furthermore, of the I3 elderly poor shown over the 5-year 

,.> -@al’rorrrrliloamha - ,  j 

-:a WY ” yy,‘;-. :  .i 
,,_:. .  ._ ” ._ 

“’ _. 
i . . “ .  ,c j I ”  “1.: u ‘i“’ ,I_ .jl~ .s*, I_ .A&+ CI c ‘“,$ *” ,  ir, 

, . .  

” Table 2. Age Distribution of ‘the Am&can poor Aa;‘ 
Distribution of the “Magazine Poor,” by Race (peme 

True poor: 
Under 18 years old 
18-64 years old 
Over 64 years old 

Magazine poor: 
Under 18 years old 
18-64 years old 
Over 64 years old 
Number of magazine poor 

Total’ 

40 
49 
11 

43 
55** 
2*** 

635 

SOURCE.-U.S. Bureau of the Census 199Oa. 
NOTE.--Significance levels indicate differences between magazine portrayals and ten- 

sus figures for each category (see n. 8). Percentages may not add to 100 percent due to 
i *c!:c& 

rounding error. 

, ,i~ymr, 

i : 91; tp+ 
’ Includes 75 people for whom race could not be determined. 
*p c .05. 
**p < .Ol. 
***p < .ool. 

period under study, 10 are white and only two are black (the race of one 
person could not be determined). According to census data, those over 64 

1:;’ 

constitute 12 percent of the nonblack poor and 8 percent of poor African i H. 

Americans (table 2); but in newsmagazines, the elderly represent only 5 
.,I! 

percent of poor nonb!acks and a scan* 0’ 
; -ii’D’ 

IIL Jrx-tenths of 1 percent of the biack I, ; .,~syi 

poor. Thus, the most sympathe!ic age category of the poor is both underT: 
,. !,:.,.+, ‘$1 
! “,,iii. ,!i 

represented in general and reserved almost exclusively for nonblacks. 

I) 

WORK STATUS OF THE “MAGAZINE POOR” 

For centuries, Americans have distinguished between the “deserving 
, r,.*,p?r 

poor,’ ’ who are trying to make it on their own, and the “undeserving 
poor,” who are lazy, shiftless, or drunken and prefer to live off the gener- 
osity of others (Katz 1989). More remarkable than the tenacity of this 
distinction is the tendency to place a majority of the poor in the “unde- 
serving” category. In one survey, for example, 57 percent of the respon- 
dents agreed that “most poor people these days would rather take assis- ” 
tance from the government than make it on their own through hard work” 
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Table 3. Work Status of the Working-Age American Poor and Work 
Status of the Working-Age “Magazine Poor,” by Race (Percent) 

Total’ 
African Non-African 

American American 

True poor: 
Working 
Not working 

* 51 42 54 
49 58 46 

Magazine poor: 
Working 
Not working 
Number of working-age magazine poor 

15*** 12*** 
85*** 88*** 

351 165 

27*** 
73*** 

129 

Swam.-U.S. Bureau of the Census :990b. 
NOTE.--Significance levels indicate differences between magazine portrayals and cen- 

sus figures for each category (see n. 8). Working age includes those 18-64 years old. 
’ Includes 57 working-age poor for whom race could not be determined. 
***p -=I .ool. 

(Survey Research Center 1991). While the true preferences of the poor 
are hard to measure, the fact is that 51 percent of the working-age poor 
(and 62 percent of poor working-age men) are employed at least part- 
time (table 3). 

The magazine poor are much less likely to be employed than their real- 
world counterparts. Overall, only 15 percent of the working-age magazine 
poor hold a paying iob (table 3) If we add in al! those described as looking 
for work, or participating in some kind of vocational training program: 
or even just collecting bottles and cans, the number only increases to 21 
percent. Thus the clearest indication of “deservingness’‘-preparing for 
or engaging in some form of employment-is rare indeed among the mag- 
azine poor. Whatever public sympathy might accompany the perception 
that the poor are trying to work their way out of poverty is unlikely to 
emerge from these newsmagazines. 

Just as newsmagazines’ underrepresentation of the elderly poor is 
greater for African Americans than for others, so is their underrepresenta- 
tion of the working poor. In reality, poor African Americans are somewhat 
less likely to be employed than non-African Americans, but the difference 
is modest: 42 percent of poor African Americans work compared with 54 
percent of the non-African American poor (table 3). But among the maga- 
zine poor, this difference is much greater. While 27 percent of the non- 
black poor are shown as working, only 12 percent of the African American 
!x)nr are portrayed RS workers. Thus the true proportion of poor nonblacks 
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Table 4. Percent African Americans in Pictures of the Poor by Topic I /  

of story 
:I i /I! 

, ‘, p(l,, 

., . Number of 

Topic lYumoer 
of Stories 

Underclass 
Poor 
Housing/homelessnessb 
Education for the 
Poor childrend 

poor’ 

Public weIfare 
F-~ . fimployment programs for the -poor’ 
Medicaid 

Poor People 
Pictured’ 

6 36 
33 147 
96 195 
4 17 

24 70 
25 97 

Miscellaneous others’ 

Total 

14 1; 

182 560 

NOTE.-Column entries exceed totals shown because stories may be indexed under , t : 5 1 rhllrti 

more than one topic. 5 f sicykl# 

’ Exchdes 75 people for whom race could not be determined. 1 f’#lll’lT 
b Includes Housing kitY/statel, U.S.; Housing projects; Housing, federal aid; Housing 

</ I$ “ilyb/ 
vouchers; Department of H.U.D.; H omeless; Poor. housing; Welfare hotels; Habitat for 

if (1 .:t f+:ii. 
Humanity; Covenant House. t ., ‘e’a.3, 

<*,_llb_ 
-‘or, education. 

~II~~UUGJ \-nuu wemue, Children, homeless: Runaways: Socially handicapped ch& 
dren. 

’ Inch&s Workfare; job Corps; American Conservatjon Cohps. 
’ includes MadCAPP: k!W pmgram- : 

flomic assistance, domestic; Legal 
, 1 Have a Dream Foundation* Refugees; EX+ 

News; Entitlement spending. 
aid; Relief work; Unemployment insurance; Street 

percent vs. 27 percent), while the true proportion working among the ‘1 
black poor is three and one-half times that shown in Time Newsweek, !,$*Fi 
and U.S. News and World Reporr (42 percent vs. 12 percent).‘Once again ? Jl Idrrr~ 
the misleadingly negative portrait of the poor presented in these new: 

( Il$~~t#~ 

stories is even more misleading and more negative for poor African 
1 tj B; .+I!# 
‘..“./!(, 

Americans. !’ “a, II t4.8, 

THE “MAGAZINE PQOX” BY TOPIC OF STORY 

To examine portrayals of the poor by story topic the 31 topics were 
grouped into nine major categories (includinq n TPQL+~~,~~ A‘ * ‘.m”‘*,$ 

‘9 f.-;)tpvnnr\ T’-- ’ 
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sure. For example, surveys show grea_ter sympathy for the poor in general 
than for welfare recipients (Smith 1987). And we would expect more sym- 
pathe!ic responses to stories about poor children or poor people in employ- 
ment programs than to stories about nonworking poor adults. Most of 
the topics shown in table 4 are illustrated with approximately the same 
proportion of African Americans. These include “sympathetic” topics 
such as poor children (60 percent black) and education for the poor (65 

* ” percent black) and “unsympathetic , 
topics such as public welfare (57 

percent black). 
Of those topics that do differ substantially in percent African American, 

however, fewer blacks are shown in stories on the more sympathetic topics 
of employment programs (40 percent black) and Medicaid (17 percent 
black), while stories on the underclass -perhaps the least sympathetic 

topic in table 4-are illustrated exclusively with pictures of African 
Americans. While the underclass lacks any consistent definition in either 
popular or academic discourse, it is most often associated with inter- 
generational poverty, labor force nonparticipation, out-of-wedlock 
births, crime, drugs, and “welfare dependency as a way of life” (Jencks 
1991).‘O 

In fact, blacks do compose a large proportion of the American un- 
derclass; just how large a proportion depends on how the underclass is 
defined. But even those definitions that result in the highest percentages 
of African Americans do not approach the magazine portrait of the un- 
derclass as 100 percent black. One such definition counts as members of 
the underclass only poor residents of census tracts with unusually high 
proportions of (1) welfare recipients, (2) female-headed households, (3) 
high school dropouts, and (4) unemployed working-age males (Ricketts 
and Sawhill 1988).” By this definition, 59 percent of the underclass is 
African American. However defined, it is clear that the American un- 
derc!ass contains substantia! numbers of nonblacks, in contrast to the mag- 
azine underclass composed exclusively of African Americans. 

With regard to topic of story, then, we find a tendency to portray a 
variety of subgroups of the poor as roughly similar in the proportion of 
African Americans. For those aspects of poverty that do differ in this 
regard, however, the more sympathetic groups among the poor are shown 

IO. Some argue that the very notion of an underclass is misguided at best and pernicious 
at worst (e.g., Reed 1991), but this is not the place to debate the utility of this concept. 
Because the media have adopted the term underclass, those interested in understanding 
public attitudes must acknowledge its importance, irrespective of our feelings about the 
desirability or undesirability of the concept. 
11. To qualify as an underclass area based on Ricketts and Sawhill’s criteria, a CUISUS 

tract must be at least one standard deviation above the national average on all four of these 
characteristics. By this definition, 5 percent of the American poor live in underclass areas 
(Ricketts and Sawhill 1988). 

f&e a& .Pove& in Arkerica 
,,I; 

as relatively less black, while the least sympathetic element-the un- ” , “/lr+: 
derclass-is shown as made up completely of African Americans. l 41 J”lF 

// / i4y 

RACE AND POVERTY IN TELEVISION NEWS STORIES 
I ;,r*tl 
!  ,tJri 

t , ,q k&h 
The three newsmagazines examined here have a combined circulation of ,I ii,“;:;” 
over 10 million copies (Folio 1994), and 20 percent of American adults 
claim to be regular readers of “news magazines such as Time, U.S. News &&# 

and World Report, or Newsweek.“‘2 
wl(iteiii 

“13 In addition, these magazines influ- J’?cM 
ence how other journalists see the world. In one study, for example, maga- 05 I +jip;iiriy# 

zine and newspaper journalists were asked what news sources they read 
‘/! ,‘C,,q,( 

most regularly (Wilhoit and Weaver 1991). Among these journalists, Time 
‘W.l4r#E( 

i ‘*iI trrii( 
and Newsweek were the first and second most frequently cited news I, i .I!) r(i91’1 

sources, far more popular than the New York Times, the Wall Street Jour- ,( “q:’ &Y 

nal, or the Washington Post. I ,! r !,i,$BF 
i S<di#tll 

Despite the broad reach of these weekly magazines and their role as 5 .;Ftl;ql 

“background material” for other journalists, there can be little doubt that 
, , ,;,+I#$ 

television is the dominate news source for most Americans. In recent sur- 
II I %r*i4Yt 
(ii ,.,I4 

veys, about 70 percent of the American public identifies television as the , I!.:.<* 

source of “most of your news about what’s going on in the world today” 
I .:I!$ 

(Mayer 1993). If TV news coverage of poverty were to differ substantially 
/’ <11tt 

*it 
from that found in newsmagazines, the implications of this study would 
be severely limited. 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to analyze television news in the way that 
newsmagazine coverage of poverty was analyzed here because television 
news typically provides far less information about the individuals pictured 
in poverty stories than do newsmagazines. The analysis of television news 
is therefore limited to the race of the poor people used to illustrate stories kil <.$li 

on poverty. 
, ;+,i; 

During the 5-year period of this study (1988-92) weeknight news 
1, !,!r‘y@ 

’ shows on ABC, NBC, and CBS broadcast 534 storids on poverty and ‘* 
‘, ‘:::?$I 

related topics, of which 50 stories were randomly selected for analysis. 
/ ’ ~+trrlrl 

Of the 1,100 race-codable poor people in these stories, 65.2 percent were 
,6 ,&(idi 

black-a slightly higher figure than the 62 percent black found in news; 
magazine stories on poverty. Clearly, then, the overrepresentation of Afri- 

>L_6an Americans found in weekly newsmagazines is not unique to this par-i 
titular medium but is shared by the even more important medium of 

., :+$$ 
” 

network television news. 

12. A Times Mirror national telephone survey of February 20, 1992 asked “I’d like to 
know how often, if ever, you read certain types of publications. Forkach t;at I read tell 
me if YOU read them regularly. sometimes. hardly ever or never. . * ~ News magazines such 
as Time, U.S. News and World Report. or Newsweek*” Twenty percent of respondents 
claimed to read such magazines 
and 21 percent never. 

regularly, 38 percent sometimes, 20 percent hardly ever, 



Do Media Portrayals of Poverty Influence 
Public Perceptions? 

Although we lack the data to demonstrate directly the impact of media 
portrayals of poverty on public perceptions, a variety of evidence suggests 
that such portrayals are likely to be important influences. First, both exper- 
imental and nonexperimental studies have demonstrated the power of the 
media to shape public perceptions and political preferences. Media con- 
tent can affect the importance viewers attach to different political issues 
(Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Rogers and Dearing 1988). the standards that 
*hey employ in making political evaluations (Iyengar and Kinder 1987; 
Krosnick and Kinder 1990), the causes they attribute to national problems 
(Iyengar 1989, 1991), and their issue positions’and perceptions of political 
candidates (Bartels 1993). 

None of these studies focused on the visual aspect of media content. 
Other evidence suggests, however, that visual elements of the news- 
including the race of the people pictured-are highly salient to viewers. 
In a study aptly titled “Seeing Is Remembering,” Graber (1990) folfnd 
that people were more likely to remember what they saw in a televlslon 
news story than what they heard. With regard to viewers’ use of race as 
a visual cue, Iyengar and Kinder (1987, p. 41) presented subjects with 
television news stories about unemployment in which the unemployed 
individual pictured was either black or white. Following the unemploy- 
ment story (which was included as part of a larger compilation of news 
stories), subjects were asked to name the three most important problems 
facing the nation. Of those white viewers who were randomly assigned 
the story about an unemployed white person, 71 percent said that unem- 
ployment was among the three most important national problems. Of 
those whites who saw a story about an unemployed African American, 
however, only 53 percent felt that unemployment was a pressing national 
concern. 

Thus past research has shown that the mass media can exert a powerful 
influence on public perceptions and attitudes, that news pictures convey 
important information that viewers are comparatively likely to remember, 
and that the race of people pictured in news stories is a salient aspect of 
Ihe story for many viewers. While past studies have focused largely on 
television news, there is no reason to think that the impact of pictures, or 
the salience of the race of those pictured, would be any less in newsmaga- 
zines.13 

Race and Poverty in America 

A second source of evidence concerning the plausibility that media por- 
trayals shape public perceptions of the poor comes from the limited avail- ! i,:‘l 

able longitudinal data. If the media drive public perceptions, then chanbes ~+r~lr. 
11 ii:iqm 
: &I ii over time in media portrayals should be associated with changes in public. ‘/ I $,!,d ;, 

beliefs. For many issues, this strategy for assessing media effects is corn- I 
plicated by the problem of “real-world” changes. That is, any 11 ~&$e, 

found between media coverage and public opinion could be 
dependence of both upon some real change in social conditions. This is 
not a problem with regard to the racial composition of the poor, however 
which has remained remarkably constant since the government 
collecting official poverty data in the 1960s.14 Ii 

Although the data gauging public perceptions of the racial composition 
i I i 1 rijqx 

of the poor are sparse, the patterns are consistent with the media effects [ ‘::‘~~~~~ 

hypothesis. Two different questions asking about the racial composition I y,+lf<, 

of the poor are available from national surveys, each asked at two points 
i ,: .dj L1 
,I .dpq *,: 

in time. To assess the relationship between media portrayals and public 4 4 *‘iqr, 
perceptions, I examined the percent black among the poor in the three ! m+ 

magazines for the 6-month periods prior to each survey. The median re- 
> *I I&qi. 
/./I l.‘+p 

sponse to a straightforward question asking what percent of the poor are * ‘““/s+vi 
black increased from 39 percent in 1985 to 50 percent in 1991; the per- ‘g’iT’ 
centage of African Americans in media portrayals of poverty also in- “,i 1” 

creased across this period, from 50 percent in 1985 to 63 percent in 1991. I( 
The second survey question asked whether most poor people in this coun- 1.8. 

i ‘1 
try are white or black. This question elicited a larger “most are black” .(.h, 
response in 1982 than in 1994 (63 percent vs. 55 percent), and similarly < .!:I, 

the percentage of blacks among the magazine poor decreased from 34 .:iI ns.i;h 
,_ ! .li:$ i 

percent to 26 percent. I5 These corresponding patterns of change in the d f&#l 
media and public perceptions hardly constitute proof that the media is the 1 ,&,,,, 

causal agent, but they are consistent with that hypothesis. . - -. 
A linal indication that the media shape percept&s of the racial compo- , 8 :*,.,+ 

sition of the poor concerns the implausibility of the alternative hypotheses. ! .*& 
. ’ !J!rr*rl .7 W,!l# 

viewers with little interest in a particular story are not likely to turn off the sound but may 
busy themselves with other things (like making or eating dinner) and may not bother to 
look at the pictures. 
14. Between 1961 and 1995. the percent of all poor people who are black fluctuated be- 
tween 27 percent and 32 percent (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1993b, 1996). 
15. The two surveys asking for the percentage of blacks among the poor are the Los Angeles 
Times Poll no. 96, April 1985 (N = 2,439; Los Angeles Times 1985) and the Nationai 
Race and Politics Study, February-November 1991 (N = 2,223; see n. 1 for details), The 
surveys asking whether more of the poor are black or white are the CBSINetv York Times 
Poll, March 1982 (N = 1.545) and the CBS/New York Times Poll. December 1994 (N = 
1.147). The low percentage of blacks among the magazine poor prior IO Mm-h 19~ ?nA 
December 1994 (34 n~n-*r~t qnri 96 I. ‘. ‘~ 

$1 
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If the media are not the dominant influence on public perceptions of the 
racial composition of the poor, then these perceptions must be shaped by 
either personal encounters with poor people or conversations about POV- 
erty with friends and acquaintances. Conversations with others might in- 

deed be an important influence, but this begs the question of how an indi- 

vidual’s conversation partners arrived at their perceptions. If personal 
encounters with poor people explain the public’s perceptions, then varia- 
tions in individuals’ perceptions should correspond with variations in the 
racial mix of the poor people they encounter in everyday life. 

Although the personal encounter thesis is plausible, survey data show 
that the racial makeup of the poor in an individual’s state appears to have 
almost no impact on his or her perceptions of the country’s poor as a 
whole. For example, residents of Michigan and Pennsylvania, where Afri- 
can Americans make up 31 percent of the poor, beheve that 50 percent 
of America’s poor are black. I6 In Washington and Oregon, blacks constt- 

tute only 6 percent of the poor, yet residents of these states believe that 
the American poor are 47 percent black. Finally, blacks make up only 1 
percent of the poor in idaho, Montana, Wyoming, North Dakota, South 

Dakota and Utah, yet survey respondents from these states think that 
blacks account for 47 percent of all poor people in this country. Thus, 
despite the large state by state differences in the percentage of blacks 
among the poor, personal experience appears to have httle Impact on pub- 
lic perceptions of the racial composition of poverty. 

Not only do we find little variation in racial perceptions of the poor 
across states but also we find little variation across other .populatron 
groups. Although one might expect those with more educatron to hold 
more accurate understandings of current social conditions, differences m 
racial perceptions of the poor are fairly small and nonmonotonic. When 
asked whether most poor people are white or black, for example, 47 per- 
cent of respondents who lack a high school degree chose black, compared 
with 59 percent of high schooi graduate>, --&-- 57 percent of those with some 

college education, and 48 percent of college graduates (p < .Ol). A simi- 
lar pattern, but with smaller (and nonsignificant) differences, was found 
when respondents were asked the percentage of all poor people who are 
black. Nor do perceptions differ for blacks and whites. Fifty-two percent 
of blacks and 55 percent of whites said that most poor people are black, 
while the average estimate of the percentage of blacks among the poor 
is 51 percent for black respondents and 48 percent for whites.” 

16. Data 0” public perceptions come from the 1991 National Race and Politics Study (see 
II. 1) Figures for the true percentage of blacks among the poor are from the. 1990 census 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 1993a). 
1-1 Glgures for w\le(her more poor people are black or white are from the CBSINebv York 
~;i&~ ~011, December 1’3’34; figures for the percentage of the poor who are black are from 
111e 199 I National Race and Politics Study (see n. 1). 

In sum, then, previous work on related issues shows that the media can 
have a significant impact on public opinion. Second, changes in mkdia’ 
portrayals over time are associated with corresponding changes in public 
perceptions. And finally, as judged by the similarity in public perceptions 
across states, differences in personal exposure to poor people of different 
races appears to have little impact on perceptions of the poor as a whole. 
Taken together, this evidence strongly suggests that the portrayals of pov- 
erty in the media do matter: at least with regard to the racial composition 
of the poor, public perceptions appear to be shaped by the images offered 
up by the mass media. 

Explaining News Media Misrepresentations 

Studies of the news process suggest a number of factors that might help 
to account for distortions in the news media’s coverage of poverty. In his 
classic study of newsmagazines and network television news Herbert 
Gans (1979) identified “availability” and “suitability” as the most sig- 
nificant determinants of news content. By availability, Gans referred to the 
accessibility of potential news to a journalist facing a variety of logistical 
constraints and time pressures, while suitability concerns a story’s impor- 
tance and interest to the audience and its fit within the framework of the’ 
news medium (whether newspaper, magazine, or television news). 

Gans argued that availability is a product of both the news organization 
and the social world in which it operates. For example the location of 
news bureaus in large cities lends an urban slant to thl national news, 
while economically and politically powerful individuals and organizations 
use their resources to make themselves more easily available to joumal- 
ists. Thus news “availability” reflects the social structure that exists out- 
side of news organizations as well as decisions made within those organi- 
zations. 

With regard to the pictorial representation of poverty, the availability 
of different subgroups of the poor may shape the images captured by news 
photographers. Because news bureaus and the photographers they employ 
tend to be found in and around large cities, it should not be surprising 
that the poverty images produced by these organizations are dominated 
by the urban poor. And if African Americans make up a huger share of 
the urban poor than of the country’s poor in general, then the “availabil- 
ity” of poor blacks to news photographers 
sentation in magazine and television news. might explain their overrepre- 

This “geographic” explanation for the overrepresentation of blacks in 
poverty news sounds plausible, but census data show that it is clearly 
wrong, at least in this form. Within the nation’s 10 largest metropolitan 
areas, blacks constitute 32.1 percent of the poverty population, only mar- 
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52 ginally higher than the 29 percent of all poor American’s who are black.‘!’ 
Thus the poverty population that &ban-based photographers have ready 

c 
access to does not differ substantially in its racial composition from the 

P 
American poor as a whole. 

Another version of the “geographic” explanation may hold more 

I 
promise in accounting for the overrepresentation of blacks in newsmaga- 
zinc pictures of poverty. When an urban-based photographer receives an 

1 assignment for pictures of poor people, he or she is likely to look in those 
1 neighborhoods in which poor people are most concentrated. It is simply 

more efficient to look for poor people in neighborhoods with high poverty 
r&es than to seek out the relatively few poor people in more economically 
heterogenous neighborhoods. 

To the extent that photographers look for poor people in poor neighbor- 
hoods, the racial mix of their photographs will reflect not the racial com- 
position of poverty in the entire metropolitan area but the composition of 
poverty in poor neighborhoods within the metropolitan area. Because poor 
blacks are more geographically concentrated than poor whites (Massey 
and Denton 1993), neighborhoods with high poverty rates are likely to 
be more disproportionately black than the percentage of blacks among 
the poverty population as a whole would suggest. In other words, poor 
whites tend to be “spread around” in both poor and nonpoor neighbor- 
hoods, while poor African Americans tend to live in neighborhoods with 
high poverty rates. 

To gauge the extent to which the geographic concentration of African 
American poverty might lead to the misrepresentation of the poor in news- 
magazines, I again examined the 10 largest metropolitan areas, this time 
looking at the racial composition of only those poor people living in poor 
neighborhoods. Wi!son (1987, p. 46) identifies as “poverty areas” census 
tracts in which at least 20 percent of the population are poor. Using this 
criterion, about half (50.9 percent) of the poor people in these 10 cities 
live in “poverty areas,” and blacks constitute 46.5 percent of the poor 
people living in these neighborhoods -substantially higher than the over- 
all proportion of 29 percent, yet still far below the proportion of blacks 
among portrayals of the poor in newsmagazines and on television news 
shows. But if photographers were even more selective in the neighbor- 
hoods they chose, they would encounter poverty populations with even 
higher percentages of African Americans. For example, in what Wilson 
(1987) calls “high poverty areas” (census tracts with at least a 30 percent 
poverty rate), blacks comprise 53.2 percent of the poor in these 10 cities. 

18. The 10 largest metropolitan areas (based on 1980 population) and the percentage of 
blacks among the poor are New York, 34.9 percent; Los Angeles, 13.0 percent: Chicago, 
49.9 percent; San Fmncisco, 19.3 percent: Philadelphia, 45.4 percent: Detroit. ~52.9 nerrent’ 
II . ,<-7 .*, 
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And if photographers were to visit only “extreme poverty areas” Awith tji’!f 
poverty rates of at least 40 percent), they would find that 60.7 percent of “ilirE 
the poor are black. , I ,?3’ 

In the 10 largest metropolitan areas as a whole, then, just over 30 per- ii;‘:: 
cent of poor people are black, but in the very poorest neighborhoods of !i #,, 
these 10 large cities, blacks comprise over 60 percent of the poor, For .*.ip; 
photographers working under deadline, the easier availability of poor Af- ““I”’ 
rican Americans might skew the images of poverty that appear in the ,/.:‘;‘;:, 
national news. Although Gans focused on the forces that shape the sub- 
stantive text of the news, the production of news pictures follows the same 

,/, LA’, 
I I 

logic. Social structures outside of the newsroom influence the availability ’ ‘I”: 
of news content. Because poor bIacks are disproportionately available to : I*,’ . . . news pnotographers, they may be disproportionately represented in the 
resulting news product. 

But the disproportionate availability of poor African Americans cannot 
explain all of the racial distortions in media images of poverty. First, only 
the very poorest neighborhoods come close to the extremely large propor- 
tions of poor blacks found in news stories on poverty. And by focusing 
exclusively on these neighborhoods, photographers would have to ignore 
the vast majority of urban poor, not to mention the millions of poor people 
living in smaller cities or rural areas. According to Jargowsky and Bane 
(1991). only 8.9 percent of all poor people live in “extreme poverty ar- 
eas” as defined above, and as we saw, once the definition of poverty areas 
is broadened to include a larger percentage of the poor, the proportion of 
blacks declines significantly. 

Furthermore, the residentia! pnnp+-- * Ivllti~~~~~cltton of black poverty can at best 
expiain the racial mix of photographs that a newsmagazine photo editor 
has available to choose from. Because a photo editor typically has a vastly 
larger number of pictures available than will be used for publication, the 
racial composition of the photographs that ultimately appear in the maga-, 
zinc will reflect the selection criteria of the photo editor. A photographer 
will typically produce anywhere from 400 to 4,000 photographs for a 
single newsmagazine story.r9 Thus even if photographers submit, on aver- 
age, three pictures of poor African Americans for every two pictures of 
poor whites, magazine photo editors have the ability to determine the ra- 
cial mix of the few pictures that find their way into print. 

The third and perhaps most important limitation of accessibility as an 
explanation for media portrayals of the poor is that racial distortions are 
not limited to the overall proportion of African Americans in news stories 
on poverty. As we saw above, there also exists a pattern of racial misrepre- 
sentation, such that blacks are esneciallv n’rp.-.=+ ’ 
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_, 
sympathetic groups of the poor wd comparatively underrepresented 
among the most sympathetic poverty groups. Such a consistent pattern 
cannot be explained by the differential accessibility of the black and non- 
black poor and suggests instead that judgments of “suitability,” father 
than (or in addition to) accessibility, shape the pictorial representation of 
poverty in the national news. 

Judgments of suitability enter into both the selection of news Stories 
and the content of those stories (and of the pictures used to illustrate them). 
Perhaps the most fundamental aspect: of suitability with regard to story 
content concerns the veracity of the news story. “Accuracy” and “objec- 
tivity” remain primary goals among news professionals (Fishman 1980; 
Gitlin 1980), yet as Gans argued, journalists cannot exercise news judg- 
ments concerning story accuracy and objectivity without drawing upon 
their own set of “reality judgments. ‘* Such judgments constitute the back- 
ground understanding of society upon which a news story is built, and 
journalists* efforts to accurately portray the subject matter of their stories 
depend not only upon the specific information newly gathered for a partic- 
ular story but also upon this background understanding. While journalists’ 
understandings of society derive in part from their professional work, they 
inevitably share as well the popular understandings-and misunder- 
standings-held by the larger society in which they live. 

Most photo editors are as concerned with providing an accurate impres- 
sion of their subject matter as are the writers they work with. In interviews 
I conducted with photo editors at Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News and 
World Report, 2o most expressed a concern that their selection of photo- 
-graphs should faithfully reflect the subject of the story and, in particular, 
that the photographs of poor people should provide a fair portrayal of the 
demographics of poverty in the United States.2’ 

Given the professed concern for accuracy of the photo editors I talked 

20. To better understand the media processes that produce the coverage of poverty news 
documented above, 1 interviewed the photo editors responsible for selecting pictures for 
stories on poverty at each of the three national newsmagazines. Poverty stories appear in 
two different sections of these magazines, the “national news” section, which tends to 

contain hard news stories such as government poverty or unemployment statistics, and the 
“society” section. which contains softer news like stories on runaways, welfare ho!els, 
and SO on. At each of the three magazines, I spoke with the senior photo editor responsible 
for the national news and the society sections. I asked the photo editors about the process of 
choosing photographs, about their own perceptions of the poor, and about the discrepancy 
between the racial representation of poverty in their magazines and the true nature of the 
American poor. I am grateful to Guy Cooper and Stella Kramer at Newswee&, Richard L. 
Bceth and Mary Worrell-Bousquette at Time, and Richard Folkers and Sara Grosvenor at 
U.S. News arid World Report for their time and cooperation. These interviews were con- 
ducted in October 1993. 
21. Not ail of the photo editors 1 spoke with shared this concern about accuracy, however. 
TWO of the editors responsible for “back-of-the-book” (i.e., softer news) stories stressed 
that the primary consideration was the “power ” of the image, its human or emotional 

content. For these editors, the demographic characteristics of the poverty images was a 
distant consideration, when it was considered at all. 

with, it is important to know whether these news professionals subscribe :ap 

to the same stereotypes of the poor as the rest of the American public. If 
-&$ 
!I ‘,$) 

photo editors believe that most poor Americans are black, then their I / :-164 

choice of pictures may simply reflect the world as they believe it truly 
a<..wl 

‘q I 
is. To assess whether newsmagazine photo editors share the public’s ste- ! “*q 
reotypes of the poor, I asked each of the editors I contacted the same ‘,“ll-:d 

4, / ‘* 14 
question that the public was asked in the 1991 National Race and Politics ,“.” ,I!,!? 
Study: What percent of all the poor people in this country would you say :;,i i 
are black? (Survey Research Center 1991). As a group, these photo editors .!:ilfc” 

did share the public’s misperceptions regarding the racial composition of 
i( %l*~io# 

the poor, but not to the same degree. On average, the photo editors esti- : ,, ’ !Tz 

mated that 42 percent of America’s poor people are black, somewhat less ! 

than the public’s estimate of 50 percent but still a good deal higher thq , , /i 
the true figure of 29 percent. ” 1 

Some part of the r&srepresentation of poverty found in weekly news? 
magazines may be attributable to the misperceptions of the photo editors 
responsible for selecting the pictures. However, a substantial gap still re- 
mains between the editors’ perception that 42 percent of the American 
poor are black and the pictures of poor people that appear in their maga- 
zines, consisting- of 62 percent blacks. 

One possible explanation for this remaining discrepancy is that in re- 
sponding to my explicit query abouf the racial composition of the poor 
these photo editors provided a “reasoned judgment”-a judgment tha; 
may differ from the seat-of-the-pants intuition that in fact guides their 
selection of photographs. That is, given the opportunity to reflect upon 
the question, these editors conjecture that most poor Americans are non- 
black, but in the everyday process of choosing news photographs the 
unexamined, subconscious impressions guiding their ideas of “wha; the 
p&or should look like” reflect a sense that blacks compose a mainritv nf 
America’s poor. ~-- J----J -,- 

Social psychologists have demonstrated that even people who explicitly 
reject specific stereotypes often use those same stereotypes subcon- 
sciously in evaluating members of the relevant social group (Banaji, Har- 
din, and Rothman 1993; Devine 1989; Dovidio, Evans, and Tyler 1986). 
Similarly, photo editors who consciously reject the stereotype of the poor 
as black may nevertheless subconsciously employ just that stereotype in 
selecting pictures to illustrate American poverty. 

Alternatively, photo editors may be aware that popular perceptions of 
the poor as largely black are misguided, but may choose to “indulge” 
these misperceptions in order to present to readers a more readily recog- 
nized image of poverty. That is, if an editor wants a picture that is easily 
identified as a poor person, and believes that readers strongly associate 
poverty with blacks, he or she may feel that a picture of a poor African 
American would be more easily recognized as a rwor ncrwn fhm R rk-trm 
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of a pr white. (This rm.d not be aconscious process. An editor might 
dense that one picture is more easily recognized as a poor person than 
another without being aware of the importance of race in generating that 
recognition.) 

‘Ihe possibility that photo editors hold unconscious stereotypes, or that 
editors (consciously or unconsciously) indulge what they perceive to be 
the public’s stereotypes, necessarily remains speculative. Yet it is clear 
that the other explanations for distortions in the portrayal of poverty can- 
not fully account for the very high proportions of blacks in news stories 
about the poor. More important, it is the pattern of racial misrepresentation 
that most clearly signals the impact of negative racial stereotypes on the 
portrayal of poverty. The absence of blacks among pictures of the working 

mr, the elderly poor, and poor people in employment programs; the 
abundance of blacks among pictures of unemployed working-age adults; 
and the association of blacks with the least favorable poverty topics indi- 
cate the operation of a consistent prejudice against poor African Ameri- 
cans. As one photo editor I talked with acknowledged, it appears that only 
some kind of “subtle racism ” can explain the racial patterning of poverty 
in American newsmagazines. 

Summary and Conclusions 

If 560 people were selected at random from America’s poor, we would 
expect 162 to be black. But of the 560 poor people of determinable race 
pictured in newsmagazines between 1988 and 1992, 345 were African 
American. In reality, two out of three poor Americans are nonblack, but 
the reader of these magazines would likely come to exactly the opposite 
conclusion. 

Although the newsmagazines examined grossly over-represent African 
Americans in their pictures of poor people as a whole, African Americans 
are seldom found in pictures of the most sympathetic subgroups of the 
poor. I found that the elderly constitute less than 1 percent of the black 
poor shown in these magazines (compared with 5 percent of the nonblack 
poor) and the working poor make up only 12 percent of poor blacks (com- 
pared with 27 percent of poor nonblacks). 

I also found that stories dealing with aspects of antipoverty policy that 
are most strongly supported by the public are less likely to contain pictures 
of’ African Americans. Although 62 percent of all poor people pictured, 
African Americans make up only 40 percent of the poor in stories on 
employment programs and only 17 percent in stories on Medicaid. In 
contrast, we find far too many African Americans in stories on the least 
favorable subgroup of the poor: the underclass. Every one of the 36 poor 
r~~‘~lr oictured in stories on the underclass was black. 

Race and Poverty in America 

A number of explanations for the racial misrepresentation of poverty ,l, 4gpd~ 
were considered in this article. First, the greater geographic concentration 

4i+.~‘1 
I Ilq~?r. 

of poor blacks in comparison with poor whites might lead photographers b ,‘$ (!lS1. 
to overrepresent African Americans in their pictures of poor people. Sec- ,i ,, ,I) 

141,. 
ond, photo editors’ own misperceptions of the racial composition of ‘! ! ’ ‘I”’ 
American poverty can explain some of the overrepresentation of blacks 
among published photographs of the poor. But since neither of these fac- 

:~~~$~ 

tors can fully account for the dramatic distortions of the racial composition 
&~yar 
‘cii)yi’i” 

of the poor, two additional possibilities were considered. First, editors’ r $d.i..3jii(f 

conscious or unconscious indulgence of what they perceive to be the pub- 
, ,&;!il 

lit’s stereotypes could explain distortions in the portrayal of poverty. Al- 
/ !I,“‘, J, 
;’ !::‘:“hf. 

tematively, editors’ own unconscious stereotypes concerning the nature 
,, , ,nri,rr~ 
’ ’ of poverty in America could be at work. Although considerations of un- i s$rq *p 

conscious stereotypes must be somewhat speculative, the consistent pat- 
1 r;lf{ p4ir 
:: 8, .lii;il,dl 

tern of racial misrepresentation (along with the consistently liberal nature ,, 1. I.1 .:i,i. 
of these editors’ conscious beliefs about racial inequality) strongly sug- 1 /j:.tl‘n a,. 

1 ,I, +,:I 
gests that unconscious negative images of blacks are at work.2* 

Perhaps the most disheartening aspect of the situation is that apparently I/ ! ;!p,tl, 
well-meaning, racially liberal news professionals generate images of the ,,I, :I 

social world that consistently misrepresent both black Americans and poor 
;/ * >!i ,. Y./ 

people in destructive ways. Whether these distortions stem from residen- 
tial patterns, conscious efforts to reflect the public’s existing stereotypical 
expectations, or editors’ own unconscious stereotypes, these racial mis- 
representations reinforce the public’s exaggerated association of blacks 
with poverty. 

Whatever the processes that result in distorted images of poverty, the 
political consequences of these misrepresentations are clear. First, the 
poverty population shown in newsmagazines-primarily black, over- 
whelmingly unemployed, and almost completely nonelderly-is not 
iikeiy to generate a great deal of support for government antipoverty pro- / ‘:.I’? , ,,. ,..I /... 

grams among white Americans. Furthermore, public support for efforts ” 
‘p,,$,f,+, 
‘:!,I ?‘!I, 

to redress racial inequality is likely to be diminished by the portrait of ” ~~~~~~~ 
poverty found in these newsmagazines. Not only do African Americans 
as a whole suffer from the exaggerated association of race and poverty 

,j;ii vl:b ’ T’ 

but poor African Americans (who are often the intended beneficiaries of 
‘We “~!tq i 

race-targeted policies) are portrayed in a particularly negative light. 
~,~~~~~~~~~~~ 

A more accurate portrayal of poverty would still, of course, include a 
large number of blacks. But rather than portraying poverty as a predomii 

22. This characterization of the photo editors as racially liberal is based both on our general 
conversations about race and poverty and on their responses to survey-style questions about 
the causes of racial inequality. For example; when asked whether blacks or whites are I i i I ff lW)k 

primarily to blame for racial inequality, the photo editors either blamed whites alone or 
I I !~li!lli!~L~P 

both blacks and whites together. In c 
public in the 1991 National Race and PO 
cans were more likely to attribute blame 
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